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Introduction: Ultrasound is emerging as a useful tool for the
evaluation of immune-mediated neuropathies because it can
provide high-resolution anatomic information to complement
electrodiagnostic data. Nerve enlargements are commonly found in
chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy (CIDP), and
their presence likely useful in diagnosis, particularly if multifocal.

Methods: In this study, the authors undertook a retrospective
chart review to identify ultrasound findings in patients with CIDP
previously studied in a single busy neurodiagnostic laboratory.

Results: Of the 50 cases identified from 2000 to 2017, individuals
with a confirmed diagnosis of CIDP (21 cases) were more likely to
have multiple sites of enlargement, as well as more pronounced

nerve enlargement, than patients who were subsequently found
to have an alternate cause of neuropathy (22 cases). The
presence of any moderately enlarged nerve segment predicted
definite CIDP with sensitivity of 81% and specificity 77%.

Conclusion: This study demonstrates that ultrasound can be of
diagnostic utility in patients with suspected CIDP, even when
conducted in a nonstandardized real-world setting.

Key Words: Chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneurop-
athy, Ultrasound, Nerve ultrasonography, Diagnosis,
Electrodiagnosis.

(J Clin Neurophysiol 2022;39: 312–316)

Recent studies confirm that neuromuscular ultrasound
(NMUS) is beneficial in the diagnosis of immune-

mediated neuropathies such as chronic inflammatory demye-
linating polyneuropathy (CIDP), adding information regarding
nerve structure and possibly the pathophysiological processes at
play to the functional information obtained from nerve
conduction studies and EMG.1,2 Focal nerve enlargements
and variable nerve size are very suggestive, if not characteristic
findings in CIDP, and form the basis of proposed diagnostic
scores and testing protocols.3–17 Despite the lack of consensus
regarding the optimal diagnostic approach to CIDP using
ultrasound, all studies have shown nerve enlargement as
measured by increased nerve cross-sectional area (CSA)din
particular, if multifocaldcan distinguish CIDP from healthy
controls and other differential diagnoses.

This retrospective study explored the accuracy of ultrasound
for the diagnosis of CIDP when performed as a component of
routine neurodiagnostic testing. This group of patients was not
enrolled in a systematic study, with no fixed clinical or
ultrasound protocol applied. Instead, they had variable amounts
of ultrasound performed during routine clinical care to help
establish their diagnoses. Therefore, this retrospective chart
review assesses the diagnostic accuracy of ultrasound in a real-
world setting.

METHODS
The ethics committee of Wake Forest Baptist Medical

Center (WFBMC) approved our study protocol, and we pro-
ceeded to conduct a retrospective chart review to identify all
patients with CIDP studied with ultrasound at WFBMC from
January 2000 to August 2017. Patients were identified as
potential subjects if they had a coded diagnosis of CIDP in the
electronic medical record (ICD-10 G61.8 or ICD-9 357.81) and
any recorded attendance at the WFBMC diagnostic neurology
laboratory. A brief chart review was then undertaken to confirm
the performance of NMUS; if so, we proceeded to a more
detailed chart review to extract a standardized dataset of clinical,
electrodiagnostic, and ultrasonographic findings. Clinical data
included duration of disease, history of immunomodulatory or
immunosuppressant treatment, and the current clinical state as
determined by the Medical Research Council (MRC) sum score
as described by Kleyweg et al.18 from closest recorded exami-
nation findings and estimated Inflammatory Neuropathy Cause
and Treatment Overall Disability Sum Score (ODSS)19 from
documented history. Ultrasound data (CSA, echogenicity, abnor-
mal vascularity) was recorded and compared with laboratory-
derived normal values to determine whether segments were
enlarged.20 We defined any enlargement if the CSA was higher
than the upper limit of normal, and moderate enlargement if.1.5
times the upper limit of normal.

RESULTS
One hundred forty-eight patients were initially identified as

having a diagnostic code of CIDP and previously attending the
WFBMC diagnostic neurology laboratory. Fifty of these 148
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patients had ultrasound performed and formed the subjects for
this analysis. The indication as to why ultrasound was performed
was unable to be ascertained from the records.

Despite being coded as CIDP, analyses of the clinical and
electrophysiological data made it clear that not all subjects had a
CIDP clinical phenotype (either typical or atypical) or met the
definite or probable electrodiagnostic European Federation of
Neurological Societies/Peripheral Nerve Society (PNS) criteria
for CIDP.21,22 We subsequently allocated the 50 cases into three
groups:

• 21 with a confirmed diagnosis of CIDP, meeting definite or
probable European Federation of Neurological Societies/PNS
criteria

• 22 with a clear alternative diagnosis
B Eight with Guillain–Barré syndrome/acute inflammatory

demyelinating polyneuropathy with no relapse or
progression

B Five with paraprotein-related neuropathy without CIDP
features on nerve conduction studies

B The remaining nine with multifactorial axonal neuropa-
thies, such as from diabetes or renal impairment

• Seven with an “uncertain” diagnosis of CIDP. All these cases
had atypical phenotypes, along with either limited electro-
physiological testing or insufficient evidence of chronicity
(unclear documentation, lost to follow-up, or pending further
review at the time of data extraction).

Subject demographics are outlined in Table 1. There was no
statistically significant difference between the groups, except for
comorbid diabetes (lower in the confirmed CIDP group, higher in
the uncertain group). Interestingly, all groups had similar rates of
treatment with IVIg or corticosteroids both at the time ultrasound
was performed and at any stage. Severity was similar at the time
of assessment across the three groups (as determined by MRC
sum score or Inflammatory Neuropathy Cause and Treatment
ODSS).

There was wide variability in the number of nerves (range,
one to seven), and segments (range, 2–17) tested. Thirty-seven
subjects (74%) had assessment of one or both median nerves,
with at least two segments assessed in all but one case, and 34

subjects (68%) had evaluation of one or both ulnar nerves (again
with at least two segments assessed in all but one case). Other
nerves tested included radial (six subjects), fibular (10), tibial
(nine), sural (two), and brachial plexus.8

Table 2 summarizes the key ultrasound findings from subjects
with confirmed CIDP, uncertain CIDP, and those with a clear
alternative diagnosis. Our analysis focused on documentation of
nerve size and focal enlargements, as documentation of echoge-
nicity and abnormal vascularity was insufficient for analysis.
Abnormalities on ultrasound were common in our confirmed
CIDP cohort, with 19 of 21 subjects having at least one abnormal
finding. Most subjects had a mix of both normal and enlarged
nerve CSAs, with only one having moderate (.150%) enlarge-
ment in all sites tested (16 of 16). Another two subjects had nerve
enlargement at all sites tested (four and six, respectively), with
both having 50% of sites moderately enlarged.

Analysis was planned along the lines of previously pub-
lished diagnostic scores and protocols,5,7,8,13,14,16 though the
nonstandardized testing and often limited sites assessed with
ultrasound restricted use of these approaches. However, differ-
ences between patients with and without CIDP could be
quantified on several metrics, despite the variable data
acquisition.

Table 3 summarizes the diagnostic accuracy of parameters in
our group that distinguished confirmed CIDP from patients with an
alternate diagnosis. Ultrasound data obtained were mostly from the
median and ulnar nerves, but many parameters are shown to have
reasonable diagnostic accuracy. These included two or more
enlarged segments, any moderately enlarged segment, and any
enlarged median nerve segment (excluding the wrist).

Analysis of previously published “quick test” protocols
using our data was undertaken. Applying the protocol of Goedee
et al.16 (enlargement of any from median nerve in mid-forearm or
upper arm; any trunk of brachial plexus) in our dataset yielded a
sensitivity of 81% and specificity of 82%. This is despite only
two subjects from the entire cohort having all three of the
requisite segments tested. The protocol of Jang et al.7 (enlarge-
ment of any from median nerve in mid-forearm or upper arm;
ulnar nerve in upper arm; tibial nerve in calf; and vagus nerve in
carotid sheath) had a sensitivity of 81% and specificity of 77%;

TABLE 1. Subject Demographics

Confirmed CIDP Not CIDP “Uncertain” CIDP P*

Number subjects (N) 21 22 7
Age at test (mean, years) 49.4 53.4 51.9 0.756
Genderdmale (N, %) 14 (66.7%) 12 (54.5%) 5 (71.4%) 0.614
BMI (mean, kg/m2) 30.9 28.9 27.4 0.357
Duration of symptoms (mean, months) 45.8 37.8 35 0.887
Comorbid type 2 diabetes (N, %) 5 (23.8%) 9 (40.9%) 5 (71.4%) 0.074
Ever on disease-modifying treatment (N, %) 9 (42.9%) 11 (50.0%) 3 (42.9%) 0.881
On treatment at the time of NMUS (N, %) 5 (23.8%) 6 (27.3%) 2 (28.6%) 0.954
MRC sum score (mean) 53.8 56.1 55.8 0.562
INCAT ODSS (mean) 3.0 3.1 3.7 0.780

*Continuous variables tested by one-way analysis of variance; discrete by Chi-square.
CIDP, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy; INCAT, Inflammatory Neuropathy Cause and Treatment; NMUS, neuromuscular ultrasound; ODSS, Overall

Disability Sum Score.
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again despite no subject with vagus nerve assessed and only nine
with tibial nerve parameters. There is obviously a potential for an
increased false-negative rate for applying both these protocols
(which are abnormal if one segment is enlarged, so the “test” can
still be positive even if not all segments are scanned) in our
dataset given the missing data points. However, this would result
in more conservative observed sensitivities.

Our a priori plan to assess more involved protocols
(Ultrasound Pattern Sum Score,13 Bochum Ultrasound Score/
Nerve Ultrasound Protocol,14 variability scores8) was not
possible because of insufficient data from this retrospective
nonstandardized cohort. For example, only five subjects out of
the entire cohort had more than two of the four components of
the Bochum Ultrasound Score assessed.

Assessment for variability in nerve size (which alongside
focal nerve enlargement is the most described abnormality in
CIDP) was tricky in this cohort, with nonstandardized assess-
ments making analyses by previously published methods (such

as intranerve and internerve CSA variability8 and heterogeneity
score13) not possible. However, analyses as per the schema of
Zaidman5 (based on median and ulnar assessment only) was
possible. This proposes four patterns based on NMUS findings:
no enlargement (type 0); mild enlargement (no sites with
moderate enlargement, type 1); regional enlargement (at least
one site normal and one moderate, type 2); and diffuse
enlargement (all sites enlarged, at least one moderate, type 3).
In our cohort, confirmed CIDP patients are spread across the
range of enlargement patterns (as has been shown in most other
published cohorts),6–12,15–17 whereas subjects without CIDP have
either no enlargement (type 0) or only mild (type 1) changes.

There was no enlargement pattern or parameter clearly
different between typical and atypical CIDP phenotypes,
although the subject numbers are small. However, all NMUS
parameters identified from the overall cohort were also able to
distinguish between CIDP and those with an alternate diagnosis
for both typical and atypical phenotype with reasonably similar

TABLE 2. Ultrasound Findings in Each Diagnostic Group

Confirmed CIDP (N ¼ 21) Not CIDP (N ¼ 22) “Uncertain” CIDP (N ¼ 7)

Mean number of nerves tested 3 3 3.4
Mean number of segments tested 8.3 5.1 7.7
Mean number of abnormal segments 5.6 (66.9%) 1.6 (31.0%) 5.4 (70.4%)
Mean number of segments .1.5· ULN 3.0 (36.0%) 0.4 (7.1%) 2.6 (33.3%)
Subjects with 21 abnormal segments 18 (85.7%) 7 (31.8%) 6 (85.7%)
Subjects with any segment .1.5· ULN 17 (81.0%) 5 (22.7%) 4 (57.1%)
Any abnormal median nerve segment 17 (81.0%) 6 (27.3%) 4 (57.1%)
% in subjects with median nerve tested 89.5% 50% 66.7%
Any abnormal median nerve segment (except wrist) 16 (76.2%) 4 (18.2%) 4 (57.1%)
% in subjects with median nerve tested 84.2% 33.3% 80%
Any enlargement median or ulnar at upper arm 14 (66.7%) 3 (13.6%) 5 (71.4%)
% in subjects with median or ulnar tested 82.4% 42.9% 100%
Zaidman type 0 (no enlargement) 1 (4.8%) 10 (45.4%) 0 (0%)
Zaidman type 1 (mild enlargement) 9 (42.9%) 4 (18.2%) 2 (28.6%)
Zaidman type 2 (regional enlargement) 2 (9.5%) 0 (0%) 1 (14.3%)
Zaidman type 3 (diffuse enlargement) 6 (28.6%) 0 (0%) 3 (42.9%)

CIDP, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy; ULN, upper limit of normal.

TABLE 3. Utility of Specific Ultrasonographic Parameters in Distinguishing Between Subjects With Confirmed CIDP (N ¼ 21) and Those With
an Alternate Diagnosis (“Not CIDP”, N ¼ 22)

Sensitivity
(%)

Specificity
(%)

Accuracy
(%)

PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

P (Fisher
Exact Test)

Subjects with 21 enlarged segments 85.7 68.2 76.7 72.0 83.3 0.0005
Subjects with any segment .1.5· ULN 81.0 77.3 79.1 77.3 81.0 0.0001
Any enlarged median nerve segment 81.0 72.7 76.7 73.9 80.0 0.0005
Any enlarged median nerve segment (excluding
at the wrist)

76.2 81.8 79.1 80.0 78.3 0.0002

Enlargement of either median or ulnar nerve at
upper arm site

66.7 86.4 76.7 82.4 73.1 0.0005

Enlargement pattern 2–3 (regional/diffuse) vs.
0–1 (none/mild) as per Zaidman 2013

44.4 100.0 68.8 100.0 58.3 0.0042

Goedee diagnostic protocol 81.0 81.8 81.4 81.0 81.8 0.0001
Jang diagnostic protocol 81.0 77.3 79.1 77.3 81.0 0.0002

CIDP, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy; NPV, negative predictive value; positive predictive value; ULN, upper limit of normal.
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levels of accuracy (Table 4). The exception was that the Goedee
protocol was less sensitive for atypical CIDP, possibly reflecting
that it involves the lowest number and most specific set of nerve
enlargement sites.

Given the high prevalence of diabetes in these subjects, we
further analyzed the most diagnostic ultrasound findings according
to diabetes status in each of the three groups (see Table 1,
Supplemental Digital Content 1, http://links.lww.com/JCNP/
A129). Interestingly, the rate of ultrasound abnormalities was
higher with comorbid diabetes across all diagnostic groupings, but
particularly for confirmed CIDP and the uncertain group. Further-
more, subjects with an alternate diagnosis and who were not
diabetic had very low rates of ultrasound abnormalities. Our dataset
did not include information on diabetic severity or treatment.

There is insufficient data to accurately assess correlations
between ultrasound parameters and disease severity, duration,
and outcomes, as well as with findings from nerve conduction
studies. Of the two confirmed CIDP subjects with no ultrasound
abnormalities, one was in remission off treatment (ODSS zero,
MRC sum score 60, zero of three abnormal nerve segments with
ultrasound) and the other had mild residual clinical changes on
treatment (ODSS two, MRC sum score 54, zero of eight
abnormal segments). However, other definite CIDP subjects
with either ODSS of zero or MRC sum score of 60 had a variable
number and extent of NMUS enlargements detected.

DISCUSSION
The limitations of this retrospective study are evident:

heterogeneity in ultrasound data obtained, lack of analysis of
ultrasound parameters aside from nerve enlargements, absence of
a fixed protocol, variable completeness of clinical documentation
from which severity scores could be extrapolated, wide ranges in

treatments and durations, and nonstandardized patient groups
(both with and without CIDP) without clear indication for the
addition of NMUS to routine electrophysiological testing.
Furthermore, the structure of the retrospective case review meant
no cases with an inherited neuropathy were included for analysis
or comparison. All these are potential sources of bias and
contribute to a restricted dataset. However, despite these
limitations, we could still demonstrate that ultrasound changes
are common in patients who have a diagnosis of CIDP, with
apparent differences in the degree and extent of nerve enlarge-
ments between subjects with CIDP and those with an alternate
diagnosis. In particular, this is despite the majority of the
ultrasound data coming from the more easily assessed median
and ulnar nerves, without many of the less routinely assessed
nerves and segments that make up other published diagnostic
protocols. Furthermore, despite the data being obtained over an
extensive period, from different sonographers with variable
levels of experience and utilizing different devices, the diagnostic
benefit could still be demonstrated.

The “uncertain” CIDP group is interesting from a real-life
management and diagnostic perspective. However, conclusions
from this data need to be drawn with caution given the outcome
of these patients was generally unknown, or diagnostic workup
was incomplete, and hence their exclusion from analysis of
diagnostic accuracy. The small size of this group (seven patients)
and nonstandardized data are clearly limitations. The high rate of
comorbid diabetes is of potential significance in this group given
ultrasound abnormalities are more prevalent in these subjects.
Still, the patterns of ultrasound findings in the uncertain CIDP
group are very similar to the confirmed CIDP group (Table 2),
although this group has a lower rate of moderately enlarged
(.1.5· upper limit of normal) nerves and median nerve changes.
Although it would be interesting to ascertain the response to
treatment in this “uncertain” group, the limitations of the

TABLE 4. Utility of Specific Ultrasonographic Parameters in Distinguishing Between Subjects With Typical CIDP Phenotypes (N ¼ 9),
Atypical CIDP (N ¼ 19), and Those With an Alternate Diagnosis (“Not CIDP”, N ¼ 22)

Phenotype
Sensitivity

(%)
Specificity

(%)
Accuracy

(%)
PPV
(%)

NPV
(%)

P
(Fisher)

Subjects with 21 enlarged segments Typical 88.9 68.2 74.2 53.3 93.8 0.0059
Atypical 84.2 68.2 75.6 69.6 83.3 0.0013

Subjects with any segment .1.5· ULN Typical 77.8 77.3 77.4 58.3 89.5 0.0001
Atypical 73.7 77.3 75.6 73.7 77.3 0.0001

Any enlarged median nerve segment Typical 77.8 72.7 74.2 53.9 88.9 0.0166
Atypical 73.7 72.7 73.2 70.0 76.2 0.0048

Any enlarged median nerve segment (excluding
at the wrist)

Typical
Atypical

77.8
68.4

81.8
81.8

80.7
75.6

63.6
76.5

90.0
75.0

0.0033
0.0016

Enlargement of either median or ulnar nerve
at upper arm site

Typical
Atypical

66.7
68.4

86.4
86.4

80.7
78.1

66.7
81.3

86.4
76.0

0.0068
0.0005

Enlargement pattern 2–3 (regional/diffuse)
vs. 0–1 (none/mild) as per Zaidman 2013

Typical
Atypical

42.9
52.9

100.0
100.0

81.0
74.2

100.0
100.0

77.8
63.6

0.0263
0.0013

Goedee diagnostic protocol Typical 88.9 81.8 83.9 66.7 94.7 0.0005
Atypical 68.4 81.8 75.6 76.5 75.0 0.0016

Jang diagnostic protocol Typical 77.8 77.3 77.4 58.3 89.5 0.0118
Atypical 88.9 77.3 82.5 76.1 89.5 0.0001

CIDP, chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneuropathy; NPV, negative predictive value; positive predictive value; ULN, upper limit of normal.
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retrospective chart review did not allow this to occur (and in fact,
was part of the definition of the grouping). A key question is
whether ultrasound abnormalities in patients with an unclear
diagnosis on clinical or electrophysiological grounds is pre-
dictive of treatment response, as found by other groups interested
in this area.23,24 Disappointingly, three of the four subjects with
more ultrasound enlargements (all with $ 3 enlargements, and at
least one moderate) had a trial of treatment before being lost to
follow-up.

Attempts to correlate ultrasound findings with specific
disease parameters were limited in this dataset, aside from a
higher rate of abnormalities in diabetic patients. However, even
with limited subjects, we were able to demonstrate diagnostic
utility for both atypical phenotypes as well as subjects with
typical CIDP.

CONCLUSIONS
In this real-world, nonstandardized study of ultrasound in

patients, who at some stage were considered to possibly have
CIDP, we found clear differences in ultrasound parameters
between those who had a subsequently confirmed diagnosis
CIDP compared with those with an alternate cause of neurop-
athy. These differences are similar for both typical and atypical
CIDP phenotypes and are still found in the presence of
comorbid diabetes. This study further adds to the increasing
body of literature that finding nerve enlargements with ultra-
sound is characteristic of CIDP, and thus of likely diagnostic
utility.

Protocols based on ultrasound assessment of easily acces-
sible upper limb nerves (which can be scanned and measured
along their entire length) should be further pursued in studies of
patients with CIDP, particularly in the diagnostic setting.
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